UN Environment Assembly

**UNEA-6: Effective, inclusive and sustainable multilateral actions to tackle climate change, biodiversity loss and pollution**

The sixth session of the United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA-6), to be held from 26 February to 1 March 2024 in Nairobi, Kenya, provides a center stage of environmental multilateralism and a reinvigorated leadership that can deliver timely, effective and inclusive actions. Faith for Earth coordinates faith-based interventions at UNEA through the Faith for Earth Dialogue.

Read more

---

**World Environment Day**

**Solutions to Plastic Pollution**

2023 host of World Environment Day on 5 June is Côte d’Ivoire in partnership with the Netherlands. We invite all our partners to share their plans. Stay tuned for some guidelines on engagement.

Read more

---

**The real spirit of progress is the human spirit**

High-level engagement

**Zayed Award for Human Fraternity**

Congratulations to the Community of Sant'Egidio and Kenyan peacebuilder Mrs. Shamsa Abubakar Fadhil for their commitment to humanity. At the Global Tolerance & Human Fraternity Summit, Dr. Iyad Abumoghli connected with all on the topic of Fraternity for the environment.

Read more
Multilateralism, 17 February
2023 UNA-USA Annual Global Engagement Summit
It is important for US-based partners to engage and present a unified interfaith position for strengthening US-UN relationship for the SDGs. Themes:
- Maintain International Peace and Security
- Protect Human Rights
- Deliver Humanitarian Aid
- Support Sustainable Development and Climate Action
- Uphold International Law

Civil Society
Engaging Major Groups at the Regional Level
At UNEA 5.2, Major Groups requested for unified and meaningful approaches for engagement resulting in "UNEP Guidelines for Major Groups and Stakeholders Engagement at Ministerial Fora on the Environment and Other Intergovernmental Meetings at the Regional Level".

Register

Youth
Committed to Interfaith Youth
Dr. Iyad Abumoghli, Director, Faith for Earth, shares encouraging words:
- as UK Youth set priorities for 2023;
- at opening ceremony of Interfaith Youth Fellowship for Understanding the Global Climate Change Agenda; and
- on Martin Luther King Day with Mosaic Action.
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